
A	personal	
approach to
sustainable
diets

HASH	BROWNS	WITH APPLE	PUREE AND PUMPERNICKEL
(REIBEKUCHEN	MIT	APFELMUS	UND	PUMPERNICKEL)
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1.)	Description	of
the meal
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Why Hash	Browns?
- can pe prepared vegan
- popular dish
- eaten all	over the year

customer service of producers,	2017



2.)	Sustainability and
health aspects of the
meal
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Guidelines	for:	Male,	29	years,	PAL	1.6

->	2	to 3	portions are average
->	dish is high	in	calories and low in	vitamins
->	as a	regular dish it should be eaten with a	salad to add more vitamins

DGE	et	al.	2016	/	Fachmann	et	al.	2011:	329f	/	nutritional	table of products

Regional	and seasonal:	potatos and onion,	(Pumpernickel)

->	apples for puree from last	season
->	sunflower seeds mainly from southeastern Europe
->	ingredients for bread from different	origins
Donini et	al.	2016:	9	/	customer service of producers /	google maps



3.)	Potential	
improvements
Shopping:
- buy unpacked ingredients
- reuse packaging (e.	g.	paper back	for organic waste,
glass for storing leftovers)
- try to find	out	what are the most regional	and seasonal producers
- buy rapeseed oil instead of sunflower oil (chances are higher that at	least	some rapeseeds are
from the region)

Way	of preperation:
- use stove	with green energy
- make bigger portions to save	energy and time
- add grinded zucchini and carrots to the hash brown to enhance nutritional	value

Other	improvements:
- make your own apple puree during apple season and store it
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4.)	Learning	outcomes
- tracing back	from fork to field was	an	exciting research

- raised awareness that processed foods are a	result of a	complex logistic system
->	more food miles

- during research I	found indicators of sustainability in	an	old cook book from the 19th	century
->	sustainable approach was	more to safe resources than to protect environment
(Davidis 1983)

- calculating nutriants and energy of dishes is still	not	interesting to me

- but	I	was	surprised that hash browns have a	lower amount of fat than regular chips or crisps

- same	ingredients for one product can be important from various countries	(e.	g.	rapeseeds can
come from all	EU	countries,	Ukraine,	Serbia or even Australia

->	depends on	crop yields and season
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